
Next week, The Players Championship takes place at TPC Sawgrass, one 
of the swankiest golf clubs out of hundreds in Florida. TPC Sawgrass is 
also only one of 35 TPC courses. We’ve all heard about the TPC courses, 
so what are they exactly?

TPC stands for Tournament 

Players Club and it is a network 

of golf courses operated by the 

PGA Tour. The network gives the 

average golfer an opportunity to 

play in a PGA Tour-like setting. 

Playing a TPC course comes at a 

high-end, but reasonable price 

without the who-do-you-know 

battles that would occur at an 

exclusive tournament location like 

Augusta. 
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 15 of the TPC courses are public 

and the other 20 are private 

clubs. They have state-of-the-art 

practice facilities and some are 

lined with some of the top master-

planned communities in the U.S. 

The courses are confirmation 

that you don’t have to be a PGA 

Tour golfer to play like one.

History

TPC Sawgrass was the first of its 

kind. No one had seen a stadium-

styled course before it opened in 

1980. It had contoured fairways 

and an intimidating par-3 island 

green, the signature landmark for 

the course. TPC Sawgrass was 

precisely designed by Pete Dye to 

meet the PGA Tour’s high standard 

for tournaments. Designers of other 

TPC courses include Jack Nicklaus, 

Arnold Palmer, Tom Fazio and Greg 

Norman.



In Pete Dye’s words, “Golf is not a fair game, so 
why build a course fair?”

Best TPC Courses

Now that you know you can play 

them, it’s time to pick the top 3. 

And let’s not forget, many come 

with some beautiful vacation 

rentals. 

TPC Sawgrass is a must-see. Its 

historical value, its compelling 

landscape and pristine upkeep 

make it a destination spot, worthy 

of its many accolades and top 

rankings.

The TPC Stadium Course at PGA 

West in La Quinta, CA comes 

next. It is one of the most difficult 

courses, stretching 7,300 yards 

and holding high stroke (76.1) and 

slope (150) ratings. Its 17th hole, 

just like Sawgrass, is another 

menacing island green. In Pete 

Dye’s words, “Golf is not a fair 

game, so why build a course fair?”

TPC Scottsdale is the home of the 

Waste Management Open, and 

a sight to see from the raucous 

16th hole. Finding yourself on the 

16th hole as a golfer instead of a 

spectator, with complete quiet 

around you, has a surrealness 

that can only be felt. See a 3D 

flyover preview here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pl2iVmgOJjM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pl2iVmgOJjM

